Accepted Work

If your name is on this list, please take a look and verify the spelling of your name and titles. If there are any changes to be made, please email rmiller@uwyo.edu. Artwork on this list must be ready to install and delivered to the Art Museum either Thursday, January 29 or Friday, January 30, between 9 am and 4 pm.

Cody Anderson
  Virginia

Alyssa Benning
  Dichotomy

Nico Bourkas
  The Eyes are the Window to the Soul

Cole Carpenter
  Perpetuate

Yongseok Choi
  Makeup

Darby Clark
  Separation

Justin Cloud
  Inbound Roundy Rounds

Bailey Crompton
  Women’s Purse

Mary Cunningham
  Weaning Time

Gabriel Davidson
  Untitled No. 1

Anna Edwards-Siess
  Connection

Lacey Fisher
  Composite 1
  Composite 2
  Composite 3

Julia Fox
  Kali Time
Sally Gray  
*Tea for Me*

Anna Gray  
*Blue Bowl*

Severine Hagen  
*Social Commentary*

Billy Harris  
*Your Shovel and Your Tarp*

Chancelor Havlik  
*85*

Adam Helzer  
*Untitled Ceramic Sculpture*

London Homer-Wambeam  
*The Pacific*

Rachel Howerton  
*Patient ID: 274319-017*

Bridger Huhn  
*Ecology Views*  
*Fences*

Leslea Hunt  
*Suspended*

Courtney Jones  
*Aspens I*

Chavawn Kelley  
*Pathos*  
*Revelation*

Jessica Kimzey  
*Riding Hood*

Leah Kresl-Hotz  
*Hematite Dragon-Pixel*

Jeng Hang Kung  
*Pointing*  
*Poverty*

Molly Markow  
*Communities Together*  
*Divisions*
Nancy Marlatt  
_Stewart, The Bear_

Elizabeth Mendoza  
_How Much We Give_

Rebekah Merlino  
_Light Technician_

Rebecca Mettler  
_The ABC’s of Printmaking (pages)_

Samuel Molder  
_Untitled_

William Myers  
_Metallic Drip_  
_Late Night at the Bar_

Anh Nguyen  
_A Computer Dreams About the Human World_

Lena Olsen  
_Hairy_

Ryan Parker  
_Baker City_  
_Seattle_

Jasmine Peck  
_Black and White Form_

Naomi Peterson  
_Untitled_

Allison Plunkett  
_OH MY_

Ashley Quick  
_Fish_

Mark Sanders  
_Untitled_

Garret Scarince  
_The Joker_

Chelsea Schnyer  
_Out of the Water_
Keith Staley
  Houses

Haley Stebbins
  A Beautiful Life

Aaron Strube
  Cephalopod

Korinne Thoren
  Margie
  Ruby

Marta Tietge
  Brim

Chloe West
  Fly Away

Mackenzie Wiginton
  Boxed

Rene Williams
  lichen garden

Bret Wolfe
  Desk of a Nerdy Artist with Selfie
  Self Portrait

Nathan Wonnacott
  Untitled

Holly Wood
  Willing in Blue.

Shantel Wright
  Constriction

Ruohan Xiong
  Jinhua

Marisa Yagi
  Re-stackable

Jon Young
  Extrapolate
  Hold II